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What is the Conscious Field Theory:

Conscious Field Theory (CFT) is a fundamental sudo-scientific theory (not 
yet proven by science). It is not based on religion, or spirituality, and could 
one day be proven through a series of physical, energetic, and phycological 
testing of bodies including objects, plants, planets, stars and animals 
(including humans).

The theory itself is that our conscious physical “reality” is the perception of 
a single frequency of consciousness, and that “actuality” in our universe 
consists of infinite "realities" of all conscious vibrational frequencies 
stacked on top of each other.  This makes infinite consciousness a 
fundamental building block of the universe, along with energy, and together 
consciousness and energy actuate mass, gravity, and the temporal 
perception of the speed of light in our “reality”, as well as each of the other 
conscious realities that exist within the universe simultaneously. 

Because we are addressing the fundamental root of the universe, to better 
explain this theory we are going to use one of the most important equations 
that Albert Einstein wrote: E = Mc2  And lets remember that Einstein once 
said “Reality is merely an illusion, albeit a very persistent one.” In CFT our 
“reality” is in some ways an “illusion” because the channel can just be 
“changed” to an other reality, and you would no longer experience it, but all 
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conscious vibrational fields (or multi-realities) are surrounding us at all 
times.

Here is our modified equation for CFT:

" EC1=Mc2

The equation would read as; Energy multiplied (or fractled) by the subset 
frequency vibration of consciousness in our primary reality (C1), is equal to 
our reality's mass, times the speed of light squared.  Simultaneously you 
can have infinite other conscious vibrational frequencies with C2, C3, Cn . . .  
For our reality, Consciousness would equal 1, and therefore the mass of 
our reality stays the same, but when you combine all conscious realities 
together, the accumulated mass is more than just the mass of our reality. 
Additionally you can have conscious frequencies with very little mass, or no 
physical mass which would have much less energy in them.  Therefore the 
total mass of the universe is the sum of all energy within all frequencies of 
consciousness.

If we wanted to calculate the mass of the entire universe it would look 
something like this:

Mu = ∑ E(C1+Cn+1)
        ____________
" " c2

In this way, the total mass of the universe is actually the sum total of all the 
energy in all the conscious realities of the universe, divided by the speed of 
light squared. Again the mass of the universe is not just the sum of mass in 
our perceived reality, but the sum of all consciously perceived realities, and 
this equation would give the Mass in relation to our “reality” and its speed of 
light.

The principle of conscious frequencies, functions on exactly the same 
scientifically proven principle as the spectrum for wavelengths of 
electromagnetic radiation, also known as light.  In our human conscious 
reality, we only see "visible" light, yet simultaneously there are infinite 



different frequencies of light and waves that are in the same space-time.  
Conscious Field Theory would work exactly the same way, with infinite 
different frequencies of consciousness. 

Consciousness is not a wave or a particle that exists within space-time, and 
is currently not detectable by science.  CFT does give rise to the possibility 
that consciousness itself could be a spectrum of frequency fields based on 
vibration outside of space-time.

If proven, this would make consciousness as important to our universe as 
energy.  This would also mean that everything around us, weather we can 
see it or not (like all simultaneous TV and radio waves), is conscious.

CFT is an alternative explanation for the difference in gravitational mass to 
keep the galaxies of the universe held together because it can account for 
the 80%+ difference in mass within the infinite other conscious vibrational 
field frequencies that we cannot detect from our perceived reality.  There 
would be no need for the majority of dark mater or dark energy that is 
currently theorized, although dark matter and dark energy still can exist 
within our reality and other realities, just in smaller amounts.  Depending on 
what Dark Matter turns out to be, there may not be a need for large 
amounts of Weakly Interacting Massive Particles (WIMPs) within our 



perceived reality, in other words, this known matter would be undetectable 
because the mass is actually in other conscious vibrational frequency fields 
that can’t interact directly with our realities conscious frequency.

Experimental verification of CFT would be found in proving consciousness 
within a diversity of various physical bodies.  To do this, the first step would 
be to create a broad scientific definition of what consciousness is, as there 
currently is still no agreed upon definition.  CFT does not consider “higher 
consciousness”, the type which humans and “intelligent” humanoid 
lifeforms may perceive, is in anyway the fundamental form of 
consciousness.  CFT relies on the broadest definition of consciousness as 
being “observable awareness”, as there is no need to be actively 
(physically or energetically) interacting with your surroundings or 
environment to be or to have consciousness, but there does need to be 
active observing through awareness to be conscious. 
"

List of different types of Conciseness: (list not complete)

" " Simple Consciousness
" " Overvalue Consciousness
" " Non-Human Consciousness
" " Non-Dualistic Consciousness
" " Electronic/Computer/AI Consciousness
" " Altered Consciousness
" " Streaming Consciousness
" " Self Consciousness
" " Normal Consciousness
" " Heightened Consciousness
" " Phenomenal Consciousness
" " Access Consciousness
" " Organism Consciousness
" " Control Consciousness
" " Introspective Consciousness
" " Subjective Consciousness
" " State/Event Consciousness
" " Animal Consciousness
" " Pre-Linguistic Consciousness



" " Plant Consciousness
" " Artifact Consciousness
" " Artificial Consciousness
" " Human-Like Consciousness
" " Underlying Consciousness
" " Internal Consciousness
" " External Consciousness
" " Mammalian Consciousness
" " Primary Consciousness
" " Avian Consciousness
" " Biological Consciousness
" " High-Order Consciousness
" " Reptilian Consciousness
" " Natural Consciousness
" " Earth Consciousness
" " Planetary Consciousness
" " Star Consciousness
" " Integral Consciousness
" " Intuitive Consciousness
" " Integrated Consciousness
" " Fragmented Consciousness
" " Altered Consciousness
" " Sub Consciousness
" " Mental Consciousness
" " Body Consciousness
" " Impaired Consciousness
" " Streaming Consciousness
" " Personal Consciousness
" " Group Consciousness
" " Social Consciousness
" " Krishna Consciousness
" " Cosmic Consciousness
" " Global Consciousness
" " Singular Consciousness
" " Duel Consciousness
" " Collective Consciousness
" " Spiritual Consciousness
" " Template Consciousness



" " Blueprint Consciousness
" " Universal Consciousness
" " Planetary Consciousness
" " Galactic Consciousness
" " Incarnated Consciousness
" " Heightened Consciousness
" " Experiential Consciousness
" " Virtual Consciousness
" " Spectrums of Consciousness:
" " " Glasgow Coma Scale: 3-15 levels of Consciousness
" " " Range of all possible frequencies of consciousness vibration fields

Experiments:

The easiest scientific process for CFT to gain exposure and support within 
mainstream science, is to question the foundational context that science 
has a negative bias against individual perceptions.   Science can show that 
a group of individuals will all perceive reality differently and therefore takes 
a bias in that an individuals perception is not reality.  Science puts 
emphasis on computerized and mechanized gathering of data, as opposed 
to perceived data gathered by human experience. In CTF our physical 
objects of machines and instruments would be the most fixed conscious 
fields, and only experience a very limited spectrum of single-perspective 
consciousness.  On the other hand an organic concuss individual like a 
human person, is primarily water and energy, and through concusses 
perception, may have the ability to perceive multiple frequencies of 
consciousness at different times. 

The simplest of perception experiments where you have a group of people 
all who experience the event differently can easily be shown as supportive 
evidence that CFT is actually how our universe functions, because each 
individual can actually be perceiving a different frequency of consciousness 
simultaneously. In other words if CFT were proven, it would show that 
multiple realities could be experienced simultaneously within the same 
space-time of a single event.  The interesting thing is, this is exactly what 
our data is telling us, that humans perceive events differently even when 
the event takes place at the same time and same location. This would have 



profound implications on our society if indeed proven, as it would no longer 
be applicable to implement top down government control in a one-size fits 
all world view of scientific reality.  Instead our social systems could be 
designed in a holographic way so that individuals experiencing different 
frequencies of conscious realities could all live side by side without being 
ridiculed or pushed into believing world views that are not their own.
" More info on Group and Individual Perception of Reality:
" " https://explorable.com/selective-group-perception
" " Presentation:http://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=3&ved=0CDEQFjAC&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.bu.edu%2Fgk12%2Flance%2FInd_Differences_S.ppt&ei=WfalVMPlMMKsogTH64DADQ&usg=AFQjCNGslELlqPD_j2Rw3axs0FGVo7lHaA&sig2=ss3ridqKDgdIHMgWKBb5iQ

! ! http://www.collective-evolution.com/2012/11/23/does-consciousness-create-reality-the-double-slit-experiment/

! ! http://seedmagazine.com/content/article/the_reality_tests/
" "

Additional Experimental verification of CFT would be found in proving 
consciousness within various physical bodies.  This would include humans 
of course, which we all agree do have consciousness, yet science can’t 
seem to prove it as we only have statistical evidence.  Additionally we 
would continue to test the variety of species of animals, from high 
conscious orcas, whales, apes, and some birds, all the way to insects and 
bacteria.  Additionally it would be necessary to test consciousness in 
plants, fungi, and algae. Much of this testing has already begun, but testing 
objects has yet to start.  It would be necessary to find consciousness in 
physical, non-biological objects.  It would make sense to test for 
consciousness within the earth itself, as well as the sun and other planets 
with live electromagnetic cores, as planets without live electromagnetic 
cores may not be conscious.  The sun also would need to be tested for 
consciousness. Testing non-magnetic, non-energetic objects for 
consciousness would be the most difficult, but would be key to proving that 
consciousness is fundamental to the entire universe.

If the Earth and Sun were to be found conscious, the theory of higher 
consciousness would potentially imply that conscious communications 
would take place at VERY high frequency levels within electromagnetic 
gravitational wavelengths. The context is that it would flip our 
understanding of conciseness where our own communication systems 
would be low and slow, and plants and other lifeforms would have higher 
faster communication systems.  In other words communications would be 
occurring at the level of micro-seconds, or even much shorter.  This would 
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mean that basic human communication forms are very LOW in vibration 
and speed compared to larger conscious bodies within the universe.  A 
simple stepping stone could be plant consciousness which would be much 
faster than ours, but may be much more attainable than that of a planet or 
sun.  This is also a reasonable place to mention that this would flip the 
concept of “sub-conscious” and “un-conscious” to be higher-conscious and 
expanded conscious, as our fundamental conscious systems of our brains, 
the sub and un conscious, would be our primary forms of consciousness, 
and our experiential consciousness would actually be our low, slow form of 
consciousness.  There is much work to be done to better understand these 
concepts.

An other experiment, if it worked, that could support the existence of 
multiple conscious realities, would be to raise the conscious frequency of 
an object, either biological or material.  If the object disappeared from our 
reality, that would indicate that it had entered into another conscious 
frequency and would no longer be detectable by any scientific instrument 
from within this reality.  In other words it would be possible for mater to 
literally disappear without giving off energy, as the mass would not 
disappear from the universe itself.

It would be very difficult to conduct experiments on our conscious field 
itself, as that would be like trying to create detectors out of visible light itself 
to detect visible light.  If CFT is real, there must eventually be some way to 
calculate at what vibrational frequency exists at.  This calculations would be 
extremely complicated as they would deal with multi-demential frequencies, 
not like simple wavelengths of the electromagnetic spectrum.

It is important to understand how perception in other vibrational frequencies 
of consciousness can exist simultaneously on top of each other, and both 
our frequency of reality, and theirs can be physical.  A person within an 
other vibrational frequency would perceive their reality as physical, even 
though we couldn't see it from our vibrational frequency of reality.  It is the 
same concept of changing the channel on the TV or the Radio and 
completely changing the image or story of what you are watching or 
listening to.  Once you change it, the entirety of the image disappears from 
view, but it is still there all around you in the form of TV or Radio waves.



Together all of these “channels” of consciousness equate to the Full 
Consciousness Spectrum which is all vibrational frequency fields 
simultaneously.  We, in this reality, only experience a single vibrational field 
that we call "reality", yet the universe on a whole has all frequencies of 
consciousness.

What CFT could Explain:

If CFT was experimentally proven, it would help explain a plethora of 
natural and phycological phenomenon.

How the universe and the big-bang emerged from “nothing”.
How orderly patterns (we call them laws of nature) emerged, and how they persist. To my 
knowledge, physics takes these patterns for granted but has no explanation as to their emergence 
or persistence.
How life emerged (life is an aspect of consciousness so it was there but hidden all along)
How mind and consciousness emerged
Why evolution is orderly
Why evolution generally gets more complex.
Free will
The relationship of mind and body and mind and brain.
Placebo effect/positive thinking/power of belief/power of prayer/psychokinesis.
Near Death Experiences/Out of Body Experiences/Ghosts
Mediumship: There is nothing preventing consciousness within a body from communicating 
with a consciousness that does not have one.  
Hauntings: A consciousness fundamental to the universe means that consciousness in some form 
exists in everything, including objects that we regard as non living.
All positive parapsychology studies.  Parapsychology can be defined as the study of 
consciousness in physics.
Group Behavior including Corporate Behavior: Consciousness patterns can form beyond 
individual humans.
The Decline Effect as seen in medicine and physics: In essence, because consciousness affects 
everything,  the reach of psychological factors extends to all parts of reality.
The Effects of a full moon: Under this theory, the moon is conscious as well and may indeed 
have a psychic effect on humankind.
Global Consciousness: The Global Consciousness Project
The Water Crystal Experiments of Masaru Emoto.  (Described here).
Some UFO phenomenon. 
You would also infinitely increase the probability of intelligent life in the universe because it can 
exist in unlimited different conscious vibrational frequencies, not just with water etc...
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If all plants, animals, and the earth itself is conscious under CFT, then the destruction of the 
biodiversity of the earth and its animal inhabitants would be against the natural law of humanity 
which is the foundation of the Declaration of Independence and the Constitutions of our Society.
And Many more. . .

Other concepts to consider:

Some would say that we should not focus on CFT because it may not be 
the most probable to successfully prove.  Yet when choosing a 
experimental focus, we can not just work on science that has high 
probability to have achievable results, but also on science that is important 
in the context of solving current societal and individual problems. 

CFT does solve many social and individual problems.  Regardless of 
weather or not we are likely to solve these issues soon, it is still essential to 
research them.

Science questions the existence of consciousness, yet scientists can agree 
that consciousness created science and the scientific method.  Therefore 
science does acknowledge the definitive truth that consciousness exists 
separate from the physical world that science can prove.  But that is it, in 
every other regard, consciousness is not proven science at all.

The fact that mathematics can define almost the entirety of the physical 
world and universe is adds to the evidence that space-time is a 
mathematical illusion and only represents our perceived reality, not the 
infinite actuality of consciousness.

Types of Science:
"
“Proven Science” - This is science that has been experimentally proven 
and verified by many blind studies across the world.



“Experimental Science” - Scientific tests that are trying to prove a 
scientific theory, but have yet to be proven, or have only been proven once, 
or without blind verification
“Scientific Theory” - science that is only in its idea form, and has not 
been proven or experiments have not yet been devised for it.
“Scientific Method” - The method that is behind all scientific discovery. In 
short a method of inquiry based on empirical and measurable evidence, consisting in systematic 
observation, measurement, and experiment, and the formulation, testing, and modification of 
hypotheses.   (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scientific_method)
“Sudo-Science” - types of science that use the scientific method, but 
focus on areas of study and discovery that are not academically accepted 
as viable for scientific advancement.

List of existing proven science that are related to CFT.
" Spectrum of Electromagnetic wave lengths of light. (1800...)
" Various types of energy science.

List of existing experiments that have been conducted related to CFT:
" Plants and consciousness: Turns out they do,   neural network from roots
" Plants recognizing People: to recognize and react to different people
" intelligence in slime mold.  (And here)
	
 Invertebrate consciousness: invertebrates
	
 Avian Consciousness: birds
	
 Insect Consciousness: it has been demonstrated in insects
	
 Worms: appears to be group consciousness.
	
 Animals & Human relations:plants can relate to humans
	
 Interspecies: can relate to each other  (And here.)
	
 psychokinesis studies.  From 1979 to 1993 the Princeton Engineering Anomalies Program
	
 	
 (Here are the technical papers.)  You can find a similar ongoing PK trial here.
	
 entanglement
	
 Telepathy: (Here is the latest analysis I could find.  It includes Milton and Wiseman.) 
	
 	
 Zener cards:   JCSpaper
	


List of other academically accepted scientific theories (not proven science) 
that are related.
! Anything relating to energy, dark energy, and dark matter.
! String Theory, M Theory . . .
" "
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Other related sudo-scientific theories/ideas (not part of major scientific 
fields including CFT) that are related)
" Morphic Resonance and Morphic Field theory
" The Integrated Information Theory (ITT)
" the Electromagnetic Theory of Consciousness
" panpsychism.
	
 Biocentrism
" The Holographic Universe Theory
! That DNA could function as a HUGE antenna. (like how antenna in cell phones are small and 
coiled to maximize length.)

Journals and Organizations:
" Consciousness and Cognition
" Association for the Scientific Study of Consciousness
" Journal of Consciousness Studies

Other Links:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Consciousness
Dave Icke
One of many many articles on the subject, but that I used within this write 
up as the main reference: http://weilerpsiblog.wordpress.com/2010/03/20/
consciousness-is-part-of-reality-not-a-trick-of-evolution/
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